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CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

TCF091-ARM030 Sanitizing cabinet with 1 door ozone generator, capacity
350 lt, V.230/1, Watt 65, dimensions 660x600x1450h
mm

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION



NEUTRAL SANITIZING CABINET with OZONE GENERATOR , 1 Door , 350 lt :
Cabinet for SANITIZING fruit, vegetables, kitchen utensils, work utensils, office objects, clothing, shoes, personal linen,
bedroom linen, objects in general ;
Operation with sensor , when the door is closed the sanitization cycle begins which must be confirmed by the user;
If confirmed, an orange LED lights up and remains for the entire duration of the cycle, including the Ozone degradation time;
The green LED when lit indicates that the system is powered;
The program is preset fixed in three phases :

Ozone creation phase ( 3 Min. );
Reaction phase Ozone (15 Min.);
Ozone decay phase ( 30 Min. * ) ( * The time may vary depending on: products, contamination, humidity, quantity )

If the door is opened during sanitisation, the cycle stops immediately . The closure is hermetically guaranteed by a perimeter gasket;
If it is used more than once a day, especially in narrow and unventilated environments, on request as an optional, the cabinet can be equipped
with an extractor that allows the gases to escape to a centralized filtering system, otherwise opt for the installation of an internal recirculating
catalyst system;
The cabinet should never be opened until the cycle is finished,
The SANITIZING cabinet also boasts the following features :

high-tech ozone generator ,
body entirely insulated in polyurethane thickness from 40 to 50 mm ,
automatic door closing with magnetic seal to ensure that the internal compartment is airtight, a necessary condition for safety,
possibility of removing odors and sanitizing ;

Product that could fall within the TAX CREDIT (DL 23/2020) defined at 50% of the sanitation costs up to a maximum of 20,000
euros (awaiting officialisation);
The cabinets are not supplied with plugs;
On request, possibility of external coloring White or Black - Optional .

TECHNICAL DATA :
Capacity 350 litres
Grids n.3
Power consumption 65 W
Dimensions mm (WxDxH) 660x600x1450h

Accessories/Options :
Activated carbon filter system for intensive use
Activated carbon replacement filter, lasts 6 months
Stainless steel slotted surface mm. 470x490
External white or black color surcharge

CE MARK
MADE IN ITALY

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50
motor power capacity (Kw) 0,065

breadth (mm) 660
depth (mm) 600
height (mm) 1450
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